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Abstract

We propose a workflow of tools and procedures to reconstruct an existing archaeological site as a virtual 3D reconstitution in a large scale immersive system. This interdisciplinary endeavor, gathering archaeologists and virtual reality computer scientists, is the first step of a joint research project with three objectives: (i) propose a common workflow to reconstruct archaeological sites as 3D models in fully immersive systems, (ii) provide archaeologists with tools and interaction metaphors to exploit immersive reconstructions, and (iii) develop the use and access of immersive systems to archaeologists.

In this context, we present results from the immersive reconstitution of Carn’s monument central chamber, in Finistère, France, a site currently studied by the CReAAH archaeology laboratory. The results rely on a detailed workflow we propose, which uses efficient solutions to enable archaeologists to work with immersive systems. In particular, we proposed a procedure to model the central chamber of the Carn monument, and compare several softwares to deploy it in an immersive structure. We then proposed two immersive implementations of the central chamber, with simple interaction tools, and finally describe the European project Visionair which provides access to high level visualization facilities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): [Computer Graphics]: I.3.7—Virtual reality [Computer Graphics]: I.3.6—Methodology and Techniques

1. Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) applications for archaeology mostly remain limited to mono-screen visualization devices such as PC monitors or powerwall projections. Multi-display environments such as workbenches, head-mounted displays, and CAVE-like installations are rarely used, partly because of the technical complexity to implement virtual universes and develop applications on such devices, but also because of the cost of these systems. However, such environments offer the user a very strong feeling of presence. Presence refers to the sense of “being-there”, inside the simulated environment [LD97]. In addition, a significant benefit is the possibility of working in scale-one reconstructions of existing or ruined sites.

Practical considerations have been leading archaeologists from the laboratory of archaeology and archaeosciences to virtual reality (VR) technologies: archaeological monuments are complex, sometimes unsafe, present issues in accessibility and conservation, or are simply too large to explore. As a consequence, a number of studies in archaeology are physically impossible to conduct.

The work presented in this paper aims at assisting archaeologists in their tasks using VR techniques. The contribution we propose is to detail the steps and tools of a simple, complete and efficient workflow for reconstructing an existing archaeological site into a virtual immersive reconstitution. This represents the first step of an emerging collaboration between computer scientists and archaeologists, and has been organized in the following way:

- archaeologists performed a photographic scan of the central chamber of the Carn monument, see Figure 1, and produced a textured mesh model;
- computer scientists implemented two different VR applications using this model, and deployed them using a large immersive system;
- archaeologists experienced the immersion in the virtual reconstitution to evaluate its usefulness and relevance for their research works.

Our approach relies on a large immersive platform dedi-
cated to research projects on virtual reality. Its size and features enables fully immersive experiences; the platform is open to multi-disciplinary external research projects through the European research framework Visionair.

2. Related works

In the archaeological community, the need for 3D restitutions of structures or environments has dramatically increased. Beyond an obvious interest in terms of cultural heritage valuation towards local visitors [NK11] or more generally internet users [FF11], 3D restitutions allow to better understand their purposes and thus the societies that have occupied them, and especially when restitutions are integrated into interactive virtual environments [SKC11] [SD11].

There has recently been a great deal of effort to use virtual reality to restitute archaeological and historical heritage to a large public through various media such as web [PCC+08] [DBG+10], second life environments [Mor09], or museum exhibitions [ZGS+10] [BAG+11].

In a similar way, the design of virtual reality tools for archaeologists has received a significant interest. As pointed out by Krasniewicz [Kra00], virtual reality is not used to restitute knowledge here, but to acquire new knowledge. Our approach follows this principle: we provide archaeologists with an immersive virtual environment where they can make their own experience on the restituted material and infer new scientific conclusions.

In [CAL+06], an immersive CAVE-like structure [CNS+92] combined with haptic devices and 3D sound has been used for pedagogic purposes in a museum exhibition, but also as a tool for research. The immersive application was implemented with the XV framework [GCVR00], a high-level programming interface designed to circumvent the issues in the development of CAVE-like environments. The Archave project [AVLJ01] [VALJ02] integrated also a CAVE-like structure and proposed tools for archaeologists to study historical sites.

Another interesting work is presented in [FK10], where archaeologists collaborate remotely on shared virtual objects through realistic avatars reconstructed from 3D cameras. Their virtual reality framework proposed a rich toolkit of interaction features, including navigation, measurement, lighting and dragging. However, due to the real-time 3D capture and rendering of users, the visualisation was restricted to small image resolution (320x240 pixels) so as to ensure fluid rendering (25 FPS).

All of these contributions were based on models of sites manually build in 3D modelling tools. Another approach, when dealing with existing buildings or sites, is to use photogrammetry tools. This technique allows to automatically build textured 3D models from sets of photos of a site or object. A very interesting example is presented in [DDN+06] with the provision of an immersive virtual reality interface for Shawback Castle. The immersive environment consists of a large stereoscopic projected wall, with infra-red tracking. The work focuses on semantic annotations of blocks to ensure consistency with a knowledge database associated to the model.

Immersive virtual reality tools, and especially those based on photogrammetry, appear as extremely usefull tools to assist archaeologists in their research.

3. Context of the work

The archaeological part of this work is performed in CReAAH laboratory whose policy is to develop the use of the 3D technologies in its research activity. The study of
construction of megalithic monuments issues are the heart of many archaeological projects of the laboratory. Among those, there are particular questions about pathways and points of view increasing the monumentality of megaliths constructed according to a given architecture. Determining the functional or aesthetic side of an architectural element also belongs to these questions. For example, is a singular profile of a cantilevered structure stronger than another or simply decorative? In addition, restitution and validation of hypothesis concerning collapsed parts thanks to landslides detailed analyzes is an essential tool to complete and understand the construction. From these complex issues, archaeologists of the laboratory aspire to use an immersive system that, beyond a comfortable, safe and collaborative working, would allow:

- to view from any position in space a 3D model of the monument and have a real size apprehension of all the different structures from all angles
- to mark and thus to count interesting and abundant elements, which are not easily visible or reachable in reality
- to simulate physically forces and structure crumblings.

The virtual reality part of this work is performed in IRISA/Inria laboratory whose policy is to promote multidisciplanary projects, in particular with human and social sciences such as archaeology. The virtual reality team in charge of the immersive platform is involved in a European project leading to collaborate with external researchers on distinct domains such as sport, medicine, ergonomy, geography, or geology.

### 3.1. The monument of Carn

The monument of Carn is located in the western part of Brittany. It has been excavated during the 60’s by Pierre-Roland Giot and published in 1987 [Gio87]. The dating performed for this monument was the first radiocarbon dating in Bretagne, and results show that the monument belongs to the Vth millennium BC. Its location on an island has mostly preserved it and the walls have a significant height. The methodology has made progress since the 60’s, and more particularly the studies of these walls’ revetments.

The monument of Carn witnessed three phases of construction. First, a circular cairn with a corbel dome was built. This chamber is the subject of our 3D model. Then two parts have been added on each side of the cairn; the monument took a trapezoidal form and contained three chambers. At last, a large circular cairn (40m in diameter) came cover the precedent phases and hid them. Figure 2 shows the global map of the construction realized during the works of Pierre-Roland Giot. The central chamber with the corbel had a diameter of 3.50 m and a height of 3 meters when discovered, but now the dome has moved and the height lost one meter. A passage from outside opens in the chamber (see Figure 3). It allowed the Neolithics to bring a body and deposit it in the chamber or to get one out.

The access to the site of Carn is difficult given that the monument is on an island and the passage to the chamber is closed by a door. The 3D model gives an unlimited access to the chamber. Furthermore, it is not possible to stand in the chamber which is very small and dangerous; the corbelling is ready to fall. The immersive reconstitution allows...
one or more people, through collaborative environments, to work directly in the virtual chamber. The interesting aspects of this chamber are the way it was built, the construction phases, and the esthetic of the chamber. All aspects can only be studied from inside the monument, and while a screen flattens the 3D model, the immersive reconstitution gives us a good tool to work with.

3.2. The immersive platform: Immersia

The immersive platform of IRISA/Inria is a large virtual-reality room dedicated to real-time, multimodal (vision, sound, haptic, BCI) and immersive interaction. It hosts experiments using interactive and collaborative VR applications that have multiple local or remote users.

Images from Barco projectors are rendered on four glass screens, as presented in Figure 4: a front one, two sides and a ground. Dimensions are 9.6 m wide, 2.9 m deep and 3.1 m high. Over 15 millions pixels are displayed. The visual reproduction system combines eight Barco Galaxy NW12 projectors and three Barco Galaxy 7+ projectors. The ART localization system, composed of 16 ARTtrack cameras, enables real objects to be tracked within the U-shape. Active stereoscopy is performed with a Volfony ActiveEyes Pro Radiofrequency system, synchronized with the projectors, and tracked by the ART cameras to synchronize the user’s point of view with the system’s point of view in real-time. Images are recomputed as the user moves, together with high resolution rendering and homogeneous colouring, making them very realistic. Sound is rendered by a Yamaha processor, linked either to Genelec speakers with 10.2 format sound or Beyer Dynamic headphones with 5.1 virtual format sound, controlled by the user’s position. The computing and rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single rendering system is composed of a cluster associating one computer per screen, and assigns each screen as a single computing and rendering system is composed of a client server is a Dell Poweredge R815 offering AMD Opteron 6100 processors and 128 GB of RAM.

The PhotoScan application automatically executed the three main steps (alignment, polygonal mesh generation and texture mapping) from exactly 104 photos and provided the team with a textured 3D model of the chamber composed of 100 000 vertices and 200 000 faces in a few hours. Views of the resulting mesh are presented in Figure 6. The model was generated in an OBJ format for easy exchanges with the virtual reality team.

4. Implementation work

We now present the two phases of the implementation work:

1. the photo-scan, and the generation of the textured model both achieved by the archaeologists team;
2. the implementation of the immersive visit, achieved by the virtual reality team.

4.1. Digitization of the cairn central chamber

To reconstruct the central chamber, we follow the methodology employed for revetments in building archaeology. This methodology is conventionally applied to historical periods and not to pre-historical periods. One hundred photographs were taken inside the Cairn central chamber with a digital SLR camera Canon EOS 400D. Due to the narrowness of the chamber and to reduce the number of photos while ensuring a full scan, the archaeologist has consistently positioned himself against the wall, keeping a constant focal length during the shoot while drawing circular stripes from bottom to top. The darkness inherent in this type of structure also required the use of a light source (a white led).

The photos were then treated using the High Performance Computer system of the "Climate and Land Use by Remote Sensing Laboratory", on which is installed Agisoft PhotoScan (professional edition). The software is an automated image-based 3D modeling solution aimed at creating textured 3D contents from arbitrary still images using the latest multi-view 3D reconstruction technologies. The interface of the software is presented in Figure 5. The 4-socket rack server is a Dell Poweredge R815 offering AMD Opteron 6100 processors and 128 GB of RAM.

The PhotoScan application automatically executed the three main steps (alignment, polygonal mesh generation and texture mapping) from exactly 104 photos and provided the team with a textured 3D model of the chamber composed of 100 000 vertices and 200 000 faces in a few hours. Views of the resulting mesh are presented in Figure 6. The model was generated in an OBJ format for easy exchanges with the virtual reality team.

4.2. Immersive implementation

The immersive implementation requires specific softwares able to handle:
We chose two different software architectures, one based on open-source components, mainly Collaviz \cite{DDF10} and OpenSG www.opensg.org/, and one based on the commercial software Unity 3D http://unity3d.com/ in conjunction with MiddleVR www.imin.fr/middlevr/.

The Collaviz/OpenSG implementation

Collaviz is an open-source software platform dedicated to remote collaboration for the design and visualization of scientific simulation-based applications. In the current implementation, Collaviz uses Java3D for the 3D desktop views and jReality for the immersive view of the virtual environment. Several modes are available for distributing the virtual objects of the virtual environment over TCP or HTTP protocols. We have extended the system to handle the OpenSG rendering library for very efficient immersive views, in the context of the VCoRE project \cite{RCE12}. Remote collaborations have been experimented between two immersive CAVE-like infrastructures situated in two different European countries, in an application to analyze a model for underground propagation of seismic waves \cite{FDGS12}, as illustrated in Figure 7. We used a client-server mode in Collaviz, with one visualization client per screen, and one central server on a distinct PC. An ART system was used for head tracking and interaction with the Flystick device. The ART system was interfaced with Collaviz using VRPN (Virtual Reality Peripheral Network) which is a standard device-independent and network-transparent system for accessing virtual reality peripherals. OpenSG was used as visualizer for all nodes. The resulting application is illustrated in Figure 8. The Flystick was used by the user to move the world and manipulate a clipping plane as illustrated in Figure 9. This tool allows the user to dynamically hide a section of the universe behind a plane controlled by with the Flystick. This enables the user to focus on specific parts of the model. The manipulation of the clipping plane can be performed by several users in case a collaborative context.
The Unity3D/MiddleVR implementation

Unity3D is a widely spread game engine, providing a user-friendly development interface (Figure 10). The interface integrates a modeling tool, the built-in NVIDIA PhysX physics engine, and a spatialized sound system. It supports three scripting languages: JavaScript, C#, and a dialect of Python named Boo. Unity3D does not natively support stereoscopy, distributed execution and multi-display visualization. Two extensions are proposed to handle these features for virtual reality platforms: getReal3D commercialized by Mechdyne and MiddleVR commercialized by the company “I’m In VR”. As our immersive platform is an official bêta-test platform for MiddleVR, we chose this software. MiddleVR is a library handling all aspects of a virtual reality application: input devices, stereoscopy, multiple-display rendering, and clustering. It offers C++ and C# APIs (application programming interfaces), and a graphical user interface presented in Figure 11 to configure a virtual reality system. As for the Collaviz implementation, we used the ART system for head-tracking and interaction through with the Flystick through VRPN. The flystick was used by the user to move the world and manipulate a virtual torch in order to focus on specific parts of the universe (see Figure 12).

5. Discussion on the results

5.1. Feedback on the implementations

The combination of Collaviz and OpenSG provides a very powerful software platform, with the possibility of remote real-time collaboration on the same virtual environment through different physical environments from smartphones to CAVE-like installations. The integration of the OBJ model was almost straightforward and only required an intermediate manipulation to reassociate the texture to the material of the model. The clipping-plane tool was a reuse of an existing implementation. Nevertheless, the different tasks of configuration, integration and deployment are not obvious and require a strong knowledge of the system and tools.

The combination of Unity and MiddleVR is extremely simple to use with the intuitive graphical interfaces. The OBJ model was integrated and visualized in the immersive platform in less than fifteen minutes. The manipulation to reassociate the texture to the material was directly done in the unity modeling interface. The torch was implemented in MiddleVR, based on a spot light defined in Unity3D. The deployment model of MiddleVR/Unity3D to manage distribution presents however some limitations: an independent instance of unity runs on each node of the cluster, and MiddleVR synchronizes the inputs and displays. When non-deterministic features such as physics or IA are used, the independent instances of Unity may desynchronize. Last versions of MiddleVR proposed a bêta-feature which enables the synchronization of Unity objects. This feature allows the programmer to precisely manage the level of synchronization of Unity objects, however increasing the complexity of the implementations. Another limitation concerns haptic devices which are not handled by MiddleVR. The synchroniza-
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tion model does not enable efficient remote collaboration between virtual environments.

The resulting implementation performances were measured on the immersive platform with the following context of execution:

For the graphical rendering, we used two HP Z800, Intel Xeon 2 CPU quad-core E5630 2.53 GHz, Windows 7, 64 bits, one connected to the eight projectors of the front screen through two Nvidia quadroplex 2200, and one connected to the floor screen through one quadrople 2200. First PC had 12 GB RAM and 16 GB of graphics memory, and second one, 8GB RAM and 8GB of graphics memory. Resolution on the front screen was 6240 × 2016 pixels, and on the floor screen, 3502 × 1050 pixels, both in Nvidia SLI Mosaic mode.

For the Collaviz/OpenSG architecture, Collaviz core was running on a HP Z400, Intel Xeon CPU quad-core W3540 2.93 GHz, 6 GB RAM, Windows 7, 64 bits. All communications between the computers used a Gigabit ethernet LAN.

We obtained the following performance display results:

- Collaviz/OpenSG: 36 FPS
- MiddleVR/Unity3D: 34 FPS with the Unity native Fast quality, 22 FPS with Good quality, and 17 FPS with Fantastic quality.

The OpenSG implementation gives better results with a rendering quality equivalent to the Unity3D Fantastic rendering quality. The lower level of FPS for the MiddleVR/Unity3D implementation is due to the MiddleVR synchronization mechanism. However, the application remains still usable and fluent in the Fantastic mode.

5.2. Archaeologists evaluation of the system

Three archaeologists came into the immersive structure to evaluate the implementations. The first impression was the good quality of the immersion sensation and rendering despite the model generation technique. The platform’s large size enables a complete and fast peripheral vision of the architectural structure. The natural navigation process allows to easily move to any position in the chamber and zoom on interesting parts such as paintings, colored stones or architectural splits. These two features are difficult or even unreachable in reality: a scaffolding would be necessary to explore the whole monument.

The scale-one rendering is important because real size is fundamental for the building archaeologists. This simple use of the immersive application, visualization and navigation, is thus already scientifically relevant for problematics such as architectonic, color patterns and paintings.

The virtual torch should be greatly useful to observe the effects of relief on engravings under different angles, in parietal art. The dynamic cuttin-plan tool easily allow to define sections and profiles while staying immersed in the model. The resulting portions of the model brings out unobvious splits and shapes in the building.

In a more general way, total freedom of exploration coupled with the ease of understanding of the site allowed by the structure, helped to immediately created a real synergy between archaeologists. So that at the end of the immersion session, theories and ideas for new model exploration, cutting and analysis tools were discussed. These were readily seen as a base for future projects concerning on one side strictly archaeology and on the other side the link between archaeology and virtual reality.

6. Conclusions and future works

This work was considered as a first step in the collaboration between our two laboratories, but it already benefited both teams:

- on the archaeological point of view, we validated the possibility and relevance of working in an immersive virtual reality (VR) structure;
- on the computer scientists point of view, we illustrated an important application field for our VR tools and facilities.

The procedure we used is fully operational and provides reasonable solutions for archaeologists to work with realistic large-scale immersive reconstructions of archaeological sites or monument. Further implementations will explore more evolved interaction tools, such as measurement tools, annotation of the model and dynamic lighting.

The next step in this work will be pursued with two other megaliths well preserved. Barnenez (Plouezoc’h, 29), Le Petit Mont (Arzon, 56). Barnenez is a Neolithic monument located near Plouezoc’h, in northern Finistère. This megalithic construction is the oldest known megaliths and consists of two cairns and eleven rooms in which there are remarkable
megalithic art pieces. At the end of 2012, a complete digital-ization of the south tumulus of Barnenez is scheduled using a 3D scanner. The model will be integrated into the immer-sive platform.

With the 3D model coupled with topographic and bathy-metric data in different time periods, the use of the immer-sive platform, in collaboration with researchers located in another virtual reality platform in Spain, will help us to an-swer many archaeological questions such as:

- What were the pedestrian pathways and relevant points of view during a given time period depending on the level of water? The immersion will help us to answer efficiently.
- How many colored stones (marking a commitment to aes-thetics) were used and what are their coordinates in space? The ability to point and mark a stone will allow to make an accurate count which is impossible in the reality.
- What were the construction steps and the many differ-ent internal and earlier monuments? Pointing and drawing slices will allow us to find precious answers.
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